Nearly 100 workers show signs of cotton dust disease

Frame Brown Lung Campaign
Ak more than 2 000 woricers
from Frame's New Germany
mills were being tested for traces
of Brown Lung, the company
began to try and squash the
National Union of Textile Workers* campaign.
Initial campaign results indicate that as many as 100 Frame
workers show signs of being
permanently disabled by the
cotton dust d isease. Brown
Lung.
Meanwhile, Pinctex workers
report that the company is
Scrubbing' the factory and that
for the first time in 20-years
they are being given masks to
wear in the dusty areas.
And in an attempt to ensure
thai members of TUCSA's
Textile Workers Industrial Union
are not drawn into the campaign. Frame has been telling
them that the company would
be making arrangements for a
'government doctor* to test
them.
Throughout the NUTW's recognition battle with Frame, the
union has charged that the company has been favouring the
TWIU. However, this has been
denied by Frame,
An NUTW spokesperson said
these moves by the company to
squash the campaign have been
unsuccesful because "there seems

to be no government doctor
about to step into the breach*.
He also said that workers
were questioning what would
happen to them if the company
did find out they were sick.
'Would that mean compensat-

ion and job security or would
the company select them for retrenchment?'
The union spokesperson said*
that the Frame group's retrenchment policy gave workers
much to fear.

Frame workers have their lungs tested for traces of Brown Lung.

'It states that retrenchment
will take place on the basis of
least competent, first out/
'Therefore, the more ill a person becomes through exposure to
cotton dust, the more likely that
worker will be selected for ret-

renchment,* he said.
*How much easier it will be for
Frame, if the company has the
medical results,* he added.
Although. Frame's moves coincide with the NUTW Brown
Lung campaign in its factories,
officially the company's managing director, Selwyn Lurie
has maintained that 'it is cooperating with an investigation set up by the Textile Federation*.
In turn the employers* association, the Textile Federation,
has told the press that it intends
working only with the authorities not the union in sorting out
its cotton dust problems
The Textile Federation condemned the NUTWs campaign as
being 'too emotive*.
The NUTW spokesperson said
the union's Brown Lung campaign had gone too far to be
stopped by these moves.
He said the union was at present investigating the establishment of a technical committee
in terms of the Machinery and
Occupational Safety Act in
order to set a national cotton
dust standard,
'Because of the skills we have
built up through the campaign,
it would be impossible to exclude the union from that technical committee,* he said.

